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Light-induced charge transmission through a molecular junction (molecular diode) is studied in the
framework of a HOMO–LUMO model and in using a kinetic description. Expressions are presented for
the sequential (hopping) and direct (tunneling) transient current components together with kinetic equa-
tions governing the time-dependent populations of the neutral and charged molecular states which par-
ticipate in the current formation. Resonant and off-resonant charge transmission processes are analyzed
in detail. It is demonstrated that the transient currents are associated with a molecular charging process
which is initiated by photo excitation of the molecule. If the coupling of the molecule to the electrodes is
strongly asymmetric the transient currents can significantly exceed the steady state current.
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1. Introduction

The use of molecular nanostructures as diodes, transistors,
switches, etc. is considered as one possible way towards a further
miniaturization of integrated circuits. Although pioneering ideas in
this direction have been formulated more than 30 years ago [1,2]
the detection of current–voltage characteristics of a single mole-
cule became only possible within the last 15 years (for an overview
see [3–10]). Up to date research still mainly focuses on an under-
standing of charge transmission in the junction ‘‘electrode1–mole-
cule–electrode2’’ (1-M-2 system) where a single molecule exhibits
itself as an electron/hole transmitter. It has been shown that at def-
inite conditions the molecule is able to operate as a molecular
diode. For instance, during a coherent (elastic) electron tunneling
in the biased 1-M-2 system, diode properties of the molecule ap-
pear only in the presence of a voltage drop across the molecule.
This conclusion is valid even at different contacts of the molecule
with the electrodes [11]. But, if an electron transmission is associ-
ated with incoherent electron transfer processes (inelastic tunnel-
ing or/and hopping), the molecular diode can originate from an
unequal coupling of the molecule to the electrodes. Just such a sit-
uation is considered in the present paper. We show that a rectifica-
tion effect can be observed even in the unbiased 1-M-2 system
where the driving force of the electron transfer process is caused
by a photo excitation of the molecule.

Recent research addressed the use of organic molecules in
molecular photo devices like photo-diodes, photo-resistors, optical
switches, and photo-amplifiers [12,13]. For example, a light-
ll rights reserved.

.

controlled conductance switch based on a photochromic molecule
has been demonstrated [14]. Moreover, single molecule lumines-
cence caused by the current through a molecular junction could
be detected [15–18].

Theoretical estimates on the light-induced current and current-
induced light emission one can find in [19–25]. It has been shown
that a dc-current can be induced by an external ac-field either due
to a considerable difference between the electronic charge distri-
butions within the molecular orbitals (MOs), or if the amplitude
of the electric field along one direction is larger than in the oppo-
site direction. The latter effect can be originated by a mixing of two
laser pulses with frequencies x and 2x [21,26–29]. The generation
of a dc-current can be also achieved by an asymmetric distribution
of molecular energy levels caused by environmental fluctuations
(such an asymmetry may induce a ratchet current [30]). Besides
the formation of a steady-state current due to an optical excitation
of the junction in the absence of an applied voltage, a light-induced
suppression of a current in the presence of an applied voltage has
been suggested as well [31,32]. Note also the work on a light-in-
duced removal of the Franck–Condon blockade in a single-electron
inelastic charge transmission [33].

While the examples mentioned above focus on steady-state
properties of the junction, also the formation of transient currents
generated just after an alteration of the applied voltage or by
changing optical excitation attracted recent interest. The computa-
tions demonstrated that the transient current in a molecular diode
appearing just after a sudden voltage switch-on or switch-off can
significantly exceed the steady-state value [34,38]. Such a behavior
is caused by electron transfer processes which are responsible for
charging or discharge of the molecule and which are fast compared
to the processes that establish the steady state current.
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It is the objective of the present work to study the time-depen-
dent behavior of the transient current across a molecular junction
in the absence of an applied voltage. In doing so we focus on the
transient current formed just after a fast switch-on of a cw-optical
excitation. Our analysis allows to clarify the physical mechanisms
which are responsible for the fast and the slow kinetic phases of
charge transmission through the molecular junctions.

The paper is organized as follows. General expressions for the
sequential (hopping) and direct (tunnel) current components in a
molecular junction are given in Section 2 along with the kinetic
equations for the molecular state populations and respective trans-
fer rates. In Section 3, a HOMO–LUMO description of the molecule
is introduced to derive concrete expressions for contact as well as
inelastic tunnel rates. Expressions for the transient photocurrent
are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the results related to the
off-resonant and the resonant regime of current formation are dis-
cussed in details. Some concluding remarks are presented in
Section 6.

2. Basic equations

2.1. Hamiltonian

We introduce a model of the 1-M-2 molecular junction formed
by two nonmagnetic electrodes which are weakly coupled to the
(nonmagnetic) molecule. The related Hamiltonian of the system
can be written as

H ¼ He þ Hm þ H0 þ Hf ðtÞ: ð1Þ

The first term describes the Hamiltonian of the ideal electrodes,

He ¼
X
rkr

Erkaþrkrarkr; ð2Þ

where Erk denotes the energy of a conduction band electron (with
wave vector k) of the rð¼ 1;2Þth electrode. For nonmagnetic elec-
trodes and in the absence of a magnetic field this energy does not
depend on the electron spin r. Electron creation and annihilation
operators are denoted by aþrkr and arkr, respectively. The expression

Hm ¼
X
MðNÞ

EMðNÞjMðNÞihMðNÞj ð3Þ

defines the Hamiltonian of the molecule, where EMðNÞ denotes the
energy of the molecule in state jMðNÞi. The quantum number M la-
bels the actual electronic, vibrational, and spin state of the mole-
cule; N denotes the number of electrons in the molecule. The
third term in Eq. (1) reads

H0 ¼
X
rkr

X
N;MM0

VM0 ðNþ1Þ;rkrMðNÞ � jM0ðN þ 1ÞihMðNÞjarkr þ h:c:
� �

: ð4Þ

It describes the molecule–electrode interaction with the matrix ele-
ment VM0 ðNþ1Þ;rkrMðNÞ ¼ hM0ðN þ 1ÞjVtr jrkrMðNÞi characterizing the
electron exchange (Vtr is the electron transfer operator). The inter-
action of the molecule with an external cw-field is written in the
standard form

Hf ðtÞ ¼ �EðtÞ
X

MM0N

dM0M jM0ðNÞihMðNÞj; ð5Þ

where E(t) is the electric component of the periodic field and dM0M is
the transition dipole matrix element between different states of the
molecule.

2.2. Sequential and direct components of an electron current

The current across the electrode r is given by

IrðtÞ ¼ eðdr;1 � dr;2Þ _NrðtÞ; ð6Þ
where e ¼ �jej is the electron charge, _NrðtÞ ¼
P

kr
_Pðrkr; tÞ denotes

the electron flow from the rth electrode, and Pðrkr; tÞ is the popu-
lation of the single-electron band state. For stationary charge trans-
mission the number of electrons leaving one of the electrodes is
identical with the number of electrons arriving at the other elec-
trode, i.e. _N1ðtÞ ¼ � _N2ðtÞ ¼ const. In the nonstationary regime, how-
ever, _N1ðtÞ and _N2ðtÞ may be quite different from each other so that
I1ðtÞ – I2ðtÞ (cf. Refs. [34,38]).

Nonequilibrium density matrix (NDM) theory [35–37] is quite
suitable to achieve a unified description of elastic (coherent) as
well as inelastic (hopping and incoherent) charge transmission
in the molecular junctions. Such description allows one to ex-
press the transfer rates characterizing the noted transmission
via the set of molecule–electrode couplings and transmission
gaps. In Refs. [38–42], the NDM theory has been used to derive
kinetic equations for the single electron populations Pðrkr; tÞ
and the molecular populations PðMðNÞ; tÞ. Just these equations
determine the evolution of the current components in the
molecular junctions.

In the presence of an external cw-field, the derivation procedure
becomes more complicated. If, however, the interaction, Eq. (5),
acts as a perturbation only, the calculation of electron transfer
rates associated with the interaction, Eq. (4), can be carried out
by ignoring the molecule–field interaction. The condition that per-
mits one to consider the interaction (5) as a perturbation, reduces
to the inequality
x2 � jEdM0M j2=�h
2 ð7Þ

where jEj is the amplitude of the cw-field. Owing to the condition
(7), only single photon transitions with frequency x ¼
ð1=�hÞjEMðNÞ� EM0 ðNÞj will support charge transfer processes in the 1-
M-2 device. The derivation of kinetic equations for the populations
Pðrkr; tÞ and PðMðNÞ; tÞ remains identical with that already pre-
sented in [38–42]. Therefore, we do not repeat the derivation here.
We only mention that for the considered weak molecule–electrode
coupling a unified description of charge transmission is achieved by
using the transition operator bT ¼ H0 þ H0bGðEÞH0 (note that the elec-
trodes stay in equilibrium). The matrix elements hajbT jbi determine
the transitions between the states b and a on the energy shell
E ¼ Ea ¼ Eb [43], where the Ea and Eb are energies referring to the
Hamiltonian H0 ¼ He þ Hm. The Green’s operator bGðEÞ ¼ ðH0þ
H0 þ i0þÞ�1 is defined by the Hamiltonian of the whole 1-M-2 sys-
tem in the absence of molecule–field interaction. The first term ofbT is responsible for a single electron hopping between the molecule
and the attached electrodes while the second term results in a di-
rect one-step electron transition between the electrodes. Besides,
the operator H0bGðEÞH0 is responsible for a specific electron–pair
transition between the molecule and the electrodes. Respective
transfer rates are presented in Refs. [38,42]. The mechanism of
electron-pair transitions has been applied earlier to explain the
nonlinear electron transport through a single-level quantum dot
[44]. For such a transport the repulsion between the transferred
electrons in the dot is compensated by the voltage bias. In the
present paper, a light-induced charge transmission is considered
in an unbiased molecular junction. Therefore, the energies of
twofold charged molecular states are arranged high enough to only
give a negligible contribution to the current. It means that the
pair-electron transfer processes become unimportant and, thus,
our study is limited to single electron transmission processes.
As a result, the current through the rth electrode has two
components

IrðtÞ ¼ IðrÞseqðtÞ þ IdirðtÞ: ð8Þ
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The sequential component,

IðrÞseqðtÞ ¼ jejð�1Þrþ1
X

N;MM0
vðrÞMðNÞ!M0ðNþ1Þ � vðrÞMðNÞ!M0ðN�1Þ

� �
P MðNÞ; tð Þ

ð9Þ

is defined by single electron jumps through the contact region be-
tween the electrode surface and the molecule. Respective hopping
transfer rates can be referred to the contact forward (electrode–
molecule) and contact backward (molecule–electrode) rates which
read

vðrÞMðNÞ!M0 ðNþ1Þ ¼
2p
�h

X
kr

VM0 ðNþ1Þ;rkrMðNÞ
�� ��2

� frðErkÞd Erk þ EMðNÞ � EM0 ðNþ1Þ
� �

ð10Þ

and

vðrÞMðNÞ!M0 ðN�1Þ ¼
2p
�h

X
kr

jVM0 ðN�1Þrkr;MðNÞj2 � ½1� frðErkÞ�d½Erk

þ EM0ðN�1Þ � EMðNÞ�: ð11Þ

[In Eqs. (10) and (11), frðErkÞ ¼ exp½ðErk � lrÞ=kBT� þ 1
� ��1 is the

Fermi distribution function with lr being the chemical potential
for the rth electrode.] Contact forward and backward rates are
responsible, respectively, for reduction and oxidation of the mole-
cule by the rth electrode. In mesoscopic physics, a similar type of
hopping processes is classified as an electron tunneling between
the lead and the dot [45].

The current component

IdirðtÞ ¼ jej
X

N;MM0
SðdirÞ

MM0 ðNÞPðMðNÞ; tÞ ð12Þ

is formed by an interelectrode electron transfer at which the mole-
cule mediates a charge transmission without alteration of its
charge. Such process is defined by the electron flows

SðdirÞ
MM0 ðNÞ ¼ Q 1MðNÞ!2M0 ðNÞ � Q 2MðNÞ!1M0 ðNÞ ð13Þ

where the transfer rates

Q rMðNÞ!r0M0ðNÞ ¼
2p
�h

X
kr;

X
k0r0

frðErkÞ½1� fr0 ðEr0k0 Þ�

� jhM0ðNÞr0k0r0jH0bGðEÞH0jrkrMðNÞij2 � d½Erk

þ EMðNÞ � Er0k0 � EM0 ðNÞ�; ð14Þ

characterize a distant electron transmission from the kr band states
of the rth electrode to the k0r0 band states of the r0th electrode. Such
transmission appears as a direct single-step elastic (at M0ðNÞ ¼
MðNÞ) or inelastic (at M0ðNÞ – MðNÞ) interelectrode electron tun-
neling. Since the operator H0 is responsible for transitions accompa-
nied by an alteration of molecular charge, the mediation of the
tunneling transmission occurs via the formation of intermediate
molecular states eMðN þ 1Þ and eMðN � 1Þ which differ from the ini-
tial, MðNÞ and final, M0ðNÞ charge states. In the contrast to the
sequential (hopping) transmission where similar states are really
populated, the noted intermediate states are not populated and only
acts as virtual states. In mesoscopic physics, such type of transmis-
sion refers to co-tunneling [45]. In the respective terminology the di-
rect current component, Eq. (13), results as a contribution of partial
currents associated with different co-tunneling channels. The reali-
zation of a particular channel is controlled by the probability
PðMðNÞ; tÞ to find a molecule in the MðNÞth stay. [Examples of elec-
tron transmission along the channel pathways that include the
empty and occupied MOs can be found in [46,47].] Thus, the direct
tunneling can be referred to as co-tunneling which is controlled by
kinetic charging and recharge of the molecule (via electron jumps
through the contact region). This circumstance has been already
noted in [48]. In the presence of the cw-field, an additional control
occurs through the population of the excited molecular state.

2.3. Kinetic equations for the molecular populations

It follows from Eqs. (9) and (12) that each charge transmission
route (sequential or direct) includes electron transfer channels re-
lated to the molecular states MðNÞ. The contribution of the MðNÞth
channel to the route is weighted by the molecular population
PðMðNÞ; tÞ, which satisfies the normalization conditionX
NM

PðMðNÞ; tÞ ¼ 1: ð15Þ

Following the derivation procedure presented in Refs. [38,42,49]
and bearing in mind the fact that the interactions (4) and (5) are
considered as perturbations, we can see that evolution of the
PðMðNÞ; tÞ is determined by the balance like kinetic equation

_PðMðNÞ; tÞ ¼ �
X
M0N0
KMðNÞ!M0 ðN0 ÞPðMðNÞ; tÞ � KM0 ðN0 Þ!MðNÞPðM0ðN0Þ; tÞ
� �

:

ð16Þ

The transfer rate

KMðNÞ!M0 ðN0 Þ ¼
X

r

ðdN0 ;Nþ1 þ dN0 ;N�1Þ � vðrÞMðNÞ!M0ðN0Þ

þ dN;N0 Kðf ÞMðNÞ!M0ðNÞ þ
X

r

ð1� dr;r0 ÞQ rMðNÞ!r0M0 ðN0 Þ

" #
ð17Þ

specifies the transition from the state MðNÞ to the state M0ðN0Þ in the
molecule. Such transition is caused by the molecule–electrode
interaction (4) through the contact and distant transfer rates (Eqs.
(10, (11), (14)) as well as by the molecule–field interaction (5).
Respective rates of optical excitation and de-excitation are

Kðf ÞMðNÞM0 ðNÞ ¼
2p
�h
jEdM0ðNÞMðNÞj2 � ½LM0ðNÞMðNÞðxÞ þ LM0 ðNÞMðNÞð�xÞ�:

ð18Þ

We introduced LM0 ðNÞMðNÞðxÞ ¼ ð1=2pÞðjMðNÞ þ jM0 ðNÞÞ ½�hx� ðEM0 ðNÞ�
�

EMðNÞÞ�2 þ ðjMðNÞ þ jM0 ðNÞÞ2=4g�1, where jMðNÞ=2 denotes the molecu-
lar level broadening caused by electron–phonon interaction as well
as interaction of the molecule with the electrodes (for more details
see [49]).

3. Charge transfer processes in the HOMO–LUMO model

Next, the hopping rates, Eqs. (10) and (11) as well as the distant
transfer rate, Eq. (14), all determining the net electron flow through
the junction, are further specified along the rate, Eq. (18) character-
izing the efficiency of excitation and de-excitation of the molecule.
We use a model of the 1-M-2 system where only the highest occu-
pied and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (HOMO (H) and
LUMO (L), respectively) are considered. The HOMO–LUMO model is
suitable to study charge transmission in the molecular junctions. As
an example, note the pioneer work of Aviram and Ratner [50] where
the mechanism of current formation includes a participation of
HOMO and LUMO levels belonging to the donor and acceptor sites
of the molecule. Recently, a similar model (with chromophoric
donor and acceptor sites) has been used for the description of
transient dynamics in molecular junctions [51]. In this model, a
transient electronic current is formed due to an optical excitation
associated with the HOMO–LUMO transition in the donor site.

In the present paper, we use a model where extended HOMOs
(LUMOs) are formed from HOMOs (LUMOs) belonging to the



Fig. 1. Possible position of the frontier MOs in the molecule with two terminal sites
I and II. Intersite coupling transforms the site MOs into extended HOMO, HOMO �1
and LUMO, LUMO +1. Spots indicate the main location of electron density within
the extended MOs.

Fig. 2. HOMO–LUMO scheme related to the electron transfer through the 1-M-2
molecular junction. The width parameters CðrÞj characterize the efficiency of contact
electron jumps as well as of the direct (tunneling) electron transfer. The sequential
current components Ið1ÞseqðtÞ and Ið2ÞseqðtÞ can differ from each other if the junction is
transient regime.
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terminal molecular sites I and II coupled to one another by interior
bridging groups. Let the HOMO (n) and the LUMO (n) refer to the
terminal site n(=I,II). Following from the coupling between the
sites, the extended HOMO and HOMO � 1 (LUMO and LUMO
+ 1) represent a mixture of the HOMO (I) and HOMO (II) (LUMO
(I) and LUMO (II)). If the intersite coupling does not strongly mod-
ify the electron distribution across the molecule, the maxima of
electron density in the HOMO, HOMO � 1, LUMO, and LUMO + 1
correspond to electron densities located in the vicinity of the
respective sites, cf. Fig. 1. Therefore, the coupling of the HOMO to
electrode 1 is assumed to be much stronger than the similar cou-
pling to electrode 2. The opposite case is valid for the coupling of
the LUMO to the same electrodes. This configuration as repre-
sented in Fig. 1 can be realized if, for instance, the HOMO (I)/LUMO
(I) and HOMO (II)/LUMO (II) refer to the p-electrons of aromatic
groups coupled to each other by the bridging r-bonds (to avoid a
noticeable mixture between the p-electrons belonging the sites I
and II). If the energy �hx of the external cw-field coincides with
the energy of the optical HOMO–LUMO transition, then the forma-
tion of the photocurrent can be mainly associated with two frontier
MOs (HOMO and LUMO). In this case, the rates of optical excitation
and de-excitation are determined by Eq. (5).

For the subsequent analysis we assume that the Coulomb inter-
action between excess electrons (or holes) occupying the molecule
in the course of charge transfer, is so large that the molecule can
only stay in its neutral ground (or excited) state, in its oxidized
state and in its reduced state. These states are denoted as
M0 ¼ MðNGÞ, M� ¼ M0ðNGÞ;Mþ ¼ MðNG � 1Þ and M� ¼ MðNG þ 1Þ.
Here, NG is the number of electrons if the molecule is in its neutral
state. If the maxima of electron location at the HOMO and LUMO
are in the vicinity of the spaced sites I and II, cf. Fig. 1, one can sup-
pose that the exchange interaction between the unpaired electrons
occupying the HOMO and the LUMO becomes small. This allows
one to ignore the exchange splitting between the singlet, M�ðSÞ
and triplet, M�ðTmÞ; ðm ¼ 0;�1Þ states of the excited molecule.
Accordingly, the electron spin projections can be taken as good
quantum numbers. Therefore, the fourfold degenerated excited
state M� can be characterized either by molecular spin states
(M� ¼ M�ðSÞ;M�ðTmÞ) or by spin projections rH and rL of unpaired
electrons occupying the frontier MOs (M� ¼ M�ðrH;rLÞ). At a neg-
ligible exchange interaction, both sets of spin quantum numbers
lead to identical results. Moreover, the states Mþ ¼ MþðrHÞ and
M� ¼ M�ðrLÞ are twofold degenerated.
To specify the energies EMðNÞ entering the molecular Hamilto-
nian (3) and the matrix elements in the interaction expression
(4) we introduce the following notation of the Hamiltonian

Hm ¼
X

j

X
r

�j þ Ujcþj�rcj�r þ
1
2

X
j0 ð–jÞ

X
r0

Ujj0c
þ
j0r0cj0r0

0@ 1Acþjrcjr; ð19Þ

and of the electron transfer coupling (cf. [48,52–54])

Vtr ¼
X

j

X
rkr

bjrkcþjrarkr þ b�jrkaþrkrcjr

� �
: ð20Þ

In Eq. (19) the �j are the energies of an electron occupying the
j(=H,L) th MO. The strength of the Coulomb interaction between
two electrons is defined by Uj if both electrons occupy the jth
MO. If the electrons belong to different MOs Coulomb interaction
is measured by Ujj0 . The operators cþjr and cjr create or annihilate
an electron in the molecule, and bjrk characterizes the coupling of
the jth MO to the rkth band state of the electrode.

According to the Hamiltonian, Eq. (19), the molecular energies
EMðNÞ ¼ Ea, (a ¼ 0; �;þ;�) follow as:

E0 ¼ 2�H þ UH; E� ¼ �H þ �L þ ULH;

E� ¼ 2�H þ �L þ UH þ 2ULH; Eþ ¼ �H:
ð21Þ

Here, �H and �L are the energies of an electron occupying the fron-
tier MOs while UH and UHL are the Coulomb parameters. Concerning
the matrix elements entering Eq. (4), all of them are expressed by
the couplings bHrk or bLrk. We have, for example,
hM0jVtr jMþðrHÞrkri ¼ bHrkd�r;rH and hM0rkrjVtr jM�ðrLÞi ¼ b�Lrkdr;rL .

3.1. Contact rate constants

Noting the structure of the transition matrix elements, the so-
called wide band approximation [55] enables one to express the
hopping transfer rates (10) and (11) by contact rate constants
KðrÞaa0 . For instance, we get vðrÞM�ðrH ;r0LÞ!M�ðrLÞ ¼ dr0L ;rL KðrÞ��. According to
the used HOMO–LUMO model the forward contact rate constants
takes the form

KðrÞ0� ’ ð1=�hÞCðrÞL NðDE�0Þ;
KðrÞ� � ’ ð1=�hÞCðrÞH NðDE� �Þ;
KðrÞþ 0 ’ ð1=�hÞCðrÞH NðDE0þÞ;
KðrÞþ � ’ ð1=�hÞCðrÞL NðDE�þÞ:

ð22Þ



Fig. 3. Charging energies E0 � Eþ; E� � Eþ; E� � Eþ and E� � E� (upper panel) and
transmission gaps related to the charged molecular states Mþ and M� (lower panel).

Fig. 4. Kinetic scheme of the transfer processes occurring in the molecular junction
in the absence of an applied voltage (for further details see text).
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The quantities

CðrÞj ’ 2p
X

k

jbjrkj
2dðE� ErkÞ ð23Þ

characterize electron hopping between the jth MO and the rth elec-
trode (cf. Fig. 2), whereas the distribution function

NðDEa0aÞ ¼ expðDEðrÞa0a=kBTÞ þ 1
h i�1

: ð24Þ
determines the influence of temperature on the hopping processes
via the transmission gaps

DEþ0ð�Þ ¼ ðEþ þ EFÞ � E0ð�Þ ð25Þ

and

DE�0ð�Þ ¼ E� � ðE0ð�Þ þ EFÞ: ð26Þ

Backward contact rate constants which characterize the transition
of an electron from the molecule to the rth electrode are connected
with the forward ones, Eq. (22), by the relation

KðrÞaa0 ¼ KðrÞa0 a expð�DEa0a=kBTÞ: ð27Þ

The physical meaning of the transmission gaps can be easily de-
duced from their definition. Since E� � E0 and Eþ � E0 are the elec-
tron charging and electron discharging energies (with respect to the
molecule being in its ground neutral state), respectively, the
inequalities E� � E0 > EF and E0 � Eþ < EF have to be fulfilled in
the unbiased 1-M-2 system with identical electrodes (cf. the upper
panel in Fig. 3 where l1 ¼ l2 ¼ EF). Therefore, the gaps DE�0 and
DEþ0 are both positive. When the molecule is in the excited state,
then respective charging and discharging energies, E� � E� and
Eþ � E�, can be higher or lower than the Fermi level and, thus, trans-
mission gaps DE�� and DEþ� can become positive or negative. [One
possible case with E� � E� > EF and E� � Eþ < EF , is presented at
the upper panel in Fig. 3.]

An additional interpretation of the transmission gaps follows
from a comparison of electron energies belonging the whole 1-M-
2 system [38,39]. Let Ee be the energy of electrons in the electrodes.
In the case of a neutral molecule the energy of the whole system is
Eð1M0ð�Þ2Þ ¼ E0ð�Þ þ Ee. During a charge transmission process the
number of electrons in the system is conserved. Therefore, the
energies of the system with the oxidized and reduced mole-
cule are, respectively, Eð1�Mþ2Þ ¼ Eð1Mþ2�Þ ¼ Eþ þ Ee þ EF and
Eð1þM�2Þ ¼ Eð1M�2þÞ ¼ E� þ Ee � EF . Therefore, the gaps (25) and
(26) correspond to the difference between the above noted energies,
i.e. DEþ0ð�Þ ¼ Eð1�Mþ2Þ � Eð1M0ð�Þ2Þ ¼ Eð1Mþ2�Þ � Eð1M0ð�Þ2Þ and
DE�0ð�Þ ¼ Eð1þM�2Þ � Eð1M0ð�Þ2Þ ¼ Eð1M�2þÞ � Eð1M0ð�Þ2Þ (cf.
Fig. 3 lower panel). Such interpretation of the transmission gaps is
quite suitable for the analysis of the transmission processes in the
molecular junctions.

The sign of the transmission gap defines the electron transfer
along a given transmission channel. For instance, if DEþ� is positive,
then the transition Mþ ! M� caused by an electron injected into
the molecule, requires a thermal activation i.e. it proceeds in an
off-resonant regime. If DEþ� < 0, however, the Mþ ! M� transition
does not require any thermal activation and, thus, becomes practi-
cally independent on the absolute value of DEþ�. Consequently, the
electron hopping takes place in a resonant regime.

3.2. Inelastic tunnel rate constant

Eq. (14) for the direct (tunnel) transfer rate indicates that in the
absence of an applied voltage any elastic electron tunneling be-
tween identical electrodes disappears. We study in the following
an inelastic tunneling event which is accompanied by the intramo-
lecular transition M� ! M0. To derive a respective rate expression
we first consider the effect of the molecule–electrode coupling.
Since it is not too strong, its presence may be accounted for by a
shift DEMðNÞ of the molecular energies as well as by a level
broadening

CMðNÞ=2 ¼ p
X

r

X
M0

X
kr

jVMðNÞrkr;M0 ðNþ1Þj2 � d½EM0ðNþ1Þ � EMðNÞ � Erk�
n

þjVMðNÞ;M0 ðN�1Þrkrj2d½EMðNÞ � EM0ðN�1Þ � Erk�
o
: ð28Þ



Fig. 5. Transfer routes of the light-induced interelectrode 12! 1þ2� electron transmission including the participation of the charged molecular states Mþ and M� . Within the
transmission along the sequential route, the charged states are populated while the same states participate in a virtual form only if the transfer proceeds along the tunnel
route.
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Accordingly, the Green’s operator, determining the general transi-
tion amplitude is defined by these shifted and broadened molecular
energies. Due to the weak molecule–electrode coupling one can
omit the energy shift DEMðNÞ. Taking the Hamiltonian, Eq. (19), then,
in the framework of the HOMO–LUMO model, the unperturbed
molecular energies, Eq. (21) are expressed via the single-electron
energies �H and �L as well as via the Coulomb parameters UH and
ULH. The broadenings, Eq. (28) are defined by the single-electron le-
vel broadenings Cj=2. The quantities

Cj ¼
X

r

CðrÞj ; ðj ¼ H; LÞ; ð29Þ

are obtained as the sum of the width parameters CðrÞj , Eq. (23). Thus,
the described formulation of the Green’s operator bGðEÞ and the
introduction of the width parameters results in the following rate
expression

Q rM�ðrL ;rHÞ!r0M0
¼ Q ðrr0 Þ

� 0 ’
1
p�h

"
Cðr

0 Þ
L CðrÞH

Cþ
uþ!0 �uþ!�
	 


þ Cðr
0Þ

L CðrÞH

C�

� u�!0 �u�!�ð Þ
#
: ð30Þ
Here we used Cþ ¼
P

rðC
ðrÞ
H þ 2CðrÞL Þ and C� ¼

P
rðC

ðrÞ
L þ 2CðrÞH Þ.

According to Eq. (30) the regime of inelastic tunneling transfer is
governed by the quantities

ua0!a ¼ arc tnð2DEa0a=Ca0 Þ: ð31Þ

For the weak molecule–electrode coupling under consideration
the width parameters do not exceed 10�3 eV. Accordingly, we have
jDEa0a=Ca0 j � 1, and one can use the asymptotic form
ua0!a � ðp=2ÞðsignDEa0aÞ � ðCa0=2DEa0aÞ. It follows the particular
relation uþ!0 �uþ!� � ðp=2Þð1� signDEþ�Þ þ ½ðCþ=2DEþ�Þ�
ðCþ=2DEþ0Þ� � ðp=2Þ½ð1� signDEþ�Þ þ ðCþ=pDEþ�Þ�. Taking DEþ� > 0
then uþ!0 �uþ!� � ðCþ=pDEþ�Þ 	 1. In the contrary case
DEþ� < 0 we find uþ!0 �uþ!� � p what is much larger then the
respective expression deduced for DEþ� > 0. Note also that at the
resonant regime of tunnel electron transmission the uþ!0 �uþ!�
is independent of the actual value of the transmission gap.

3.3. Rate equations for integral molecular populations

The kinetics in the junction are dominated by sequential pro-
cesses which are characterized by contact rate constants KðrÞaa0 .
But, the direct inelastic electron tunneling responsible for the



Fig. 7. Transient current components for an off-resonant charge transmission
process and at a different intensities of optical excitation. Solid lines: kf ¼ 1010 s�1,
dashed lines: kf ¼ 3 � 1010 s�1. Insert: sequential current components Ið1ÞseqðtÞ (upper
curves) and Ið2ÞseqðtÞ (lower curves) approach the common steady state value.

Fig. 8. Off-resonant regime of current formation at a small transmission gap DEþ� .

Fig. 6. Feasible energy levels of the molecular junctions in the absence of an applied
voltage. E0; E� ; Eþ and E� are the molecular energies and EF denotes the electrode
Fermi energy.

Table 1
Parameters of the HOMO–LUMO model (DE�� and CðiÞj are given in eV).

Figures DEþ� DE�� Cð1ÞL Cð2ÞL Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞH
T, K

7 0.4 0.8 10�6 10�4 10�5 10�6 300

8 0.1 0.8 10�6 10�4 10�5 10�6 300

9 0.1 0.8 10�6 10�4 10�5 10�6 100

10 �0.1 0.8 10�7 10�5 10�6 10�7 300

11 0.8 �0.1 10�7 10�5 10�6 10�7 300

12 �0.1 �0.2 10�7 10�5 10�6 10�7 300
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transitions between the excited and the ground states of the neu-
tral molecule, is also important. For instance, the distant rate con-
stants Q ðrr0 Þ

�0 describe the nonradiative decay of the excited
molecule. The kinetic scheme depicted in Fig. 4 illustrates the pos-
sible transition processes in the junction including the cw-optical
excitation of the molecule. All rates indicated in Fig. 4 characterize
the transitions with the participation of the degenerated molecular
states M�;Mþ and M�. Therefore, it is convenient to introduce inte-
gral molecular populations

Pð�; tÞ ¼
X
rH ;rL

PðM�ðrH;rLÞ; tÞ;

Pðþ; tÞ ¼
X
rH

PðMþðrHÞ; tÞ;

Pð�; tÞ ¼
X
rL

PðM�ðrLÞ; tÞ;

ð32Þ

[note also that Pð�; tÞ ¼ P�ðS; tÞ þ
P

m¼0;�1P�ðTmÞ; tÞ]. The quantities
introduced in Eq. (32) along with the population Pð0; tÞ 
 PðM0; tÞ
obey the normalization conditionX
a¼0;�;þ;�

Pða; tÞ ¼ 1; ð33Þ

which corresponds to Eq. (15). Based on the introduction of integral
populations, the general kinetic equation (16) reduce to the follow-
ing set of rate equations

_Pð0;tÞ¼�kf Pð0;tÞþKþ0Pðþ;tÞþK�0Pð�;tÞþkdPð�;tÞ;
_Pðþ;tÞ¼�ðKþ0þ2Kþ�ÞPðþ;tÞþK�þPð�;tÞ;
_Pð�;tÞ¼�ðK�0þ2K��ÞPð�;tÞþK��P�ðtÞ;
_Pð�;tÞ¼�ðK�þþK��þkdÞPð�;tÞþ2Kþ�Pðþ;tÞþ2K��Pð�;tÞþkf P0ðtÞ:

ð34Þ

Here, we introduced the recharge transfer rates

Kaa0 ¼ Kð1Þaa0 þ Kð2Þaa0 ; ð35Þ
which are expressed by the sum of contact rate constants. The rate
constant kf ¼ Kðf Þ0� , Eq. (18) characterizes the optical transition be-
tween molecular singlet states MðNÞ ¼ M0 and M0ðNÞ ¼ M�ðSÞ.
Accordingly, the overall decay rate from the fourfold degenerated
excited state follows as

kd ¼ kf =4þ Q �0: ð36Þ

We defined

Q �0 ¼ Q ð12Þ
�0 þ Q ð21Þ

�0 ð37Þ

as the component caused by the coupling of the molecule to the
electrodes. The concrete expression for Q �0 can be deduced from
Eq. (30). It reads

Q �0 ’
1

2�h
Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL þ Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL

� �
R ð38Þ

with

R ¼ C�1
þ ½ð1� signDEþ�Þ þ ðCþ=pDEþ�Þ� þ C�1

� ½ð1� signDE��Þ
þ ðC�=pDE��Þ�: ð39Þ



Fig. 10. Single-channel resonant charge transmission with the participation of the
charged molecular state Mþ (the energy gap DEþ� is negative). The total current is
mainly determined by the sequential components.

Fig. 9. Off-resonant current formation at low temperature with the participation of
the charged molecular state Mþ .
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4. The Photocurrent

Already in the absence of an applied voltage a photocurrent, Eq.
(8) has to be expected. According to the used HOMO–LUMO model
and by noting the Eqs. (10), (11), (22) and (27) for the sequential
current component, Eq. (9), we find

IðrÞseqðtÞ ¼ ðdr;1 � dr;2ÞI0p�h KðrÞ��Pð�; tÞ þ KðrÞþ0 þ 2KðrÞþ�
� �

Pðþ; tÞ
h in

� KðrÞ�þPð�; tÞ þ KðrÞ�0 þ 2KðrÞ��
� �

Pð�; tÞ
h io

; ð40Þ

where I0 ¼ jej=p�h� 1eV � 77:6 lA is the current unit [56]. It fol-
lows from Eq. (40) that the charge transmission along the sequen-
tial route is determined by hopping (contact) rate constants (22)
and (27). The time-dependent behavior of this current component
is determined by the molecular state populations Pðþ; tÞ; Pð�; tÞ
and Pð�; tÞ. The direct component of the current is formed by the
inelastic tunnel electron transmission along the channel related to
the excited molecule. The expression for the direct component fol-
lows from Eqs. (12), (13), and (30) and takes the form
IdirðtÞ ¼ I0p�hS�0Pð�; tÞ: ð41Þ

Here, we introduced

S�0 ¼ Q ð12Þ
�0 � Q ð21Þ

�0 ’
1

2�h
Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL

� �
R; ð42Þ

what represents the net tunnel electron flow (R has been introduced
in Eq. (39)). Eqs. (41) and (42) show that, the sign of the direct cur-
rent component (in the HOMO–LUMO model) is determined by the
sign of Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL . Moreover, the time-dependent behavior of
the direct current component is determined by the population
Pð�; tÞ.

The scheme of the electron transfer routes, as displayed in
Fig. 5, offers the opportunity to analyze further details of the cur-
rent formation. Charge transitions are represented by 12! 1þ2�.
According to Fig. 5 a possible current formation results from the
decay of the excited molecular state. This is possible via the
sequential route (including the formation of the charged molecular
states Mþ and M�) as well as via the direct route M� ! M0. Both
routes include two (left and right) transmission channels. The left
sequential channel, 1M�2 ¢ 1Mþ2� ! 1þM02�, proceeds across the
charged molecular state Mþ. This state is formed by an electron
hopping from the LUMO to the electrode 2 (with contact rate con-
stant Kð2Þ�þ ) after which another electron hops from the electrode 1
to the HOMO (with contact rate constant Kð1Þþ0). In summary, we
have the transition 12! 1þ2�. This transition is also achieved by
an electron transmission along the right sequential channel
1M�2 ¢ 1þM�2! 1þM02� which includes the charged molecular
state M�. The M� state is formed by an electron hopping from elec-
trode 1 to the HOMO. The transfer of an electron from the LUMO to
electrode 2 returns the molecule to its neutral ground state M0. The
respective sequential charge transfer steps are characterized by the
contact hopping rates Kð1Þ�� and Kð2Þ�0. It is important to underline that
during the electron transmission along the sequential route, the
current formation is accompanied by a molecular recharging, i.e.
by a population of the intermediate charged molecular states Mþ

and M�.
The second type of transfer route shown Fig. 5, refers to the di-

rect (distant) interelectrode electron transfer 12! 1þ2� which is
accompanied by the M� ! M0 transition in the molecule. In con-
trast to the sequential route, electron transmission along the direct
route 1M�2! 1þM02� does not result in a change of the charged
molecular states populations (these states only participate as vir-
tual states). Thus, a direct electron transfer constitutes an inelastic
tunneling event of an electron between the electrodes. The related
distant transfer rate Q ð12Þ

�0 is defined in Eq. (30). Since a reverse
route 1M02 1�M�2

þ is formed in a similar way and is character-
ized by the rate Q ð21Þ

�0 , the direct current component is proportional
to the net electron flow S�0, Eq. (42).

5. Results and discussion

The Eqs. (8), (40), and (41) allow one to describe the time-
dependent evolution of the photocurrent in the molecular junction
starting with the switch-on of a cw-optical excitation (at t ¼ 0) and
extending up to the formation of a steady-state current
Ist ¼ I1ðt � sstÞ ¼ I2ðt � sstÞ where sst is the characteristic time of
the steady state formation. The kinetic schemes drawn in the Figs. 4
and 5 show that a control of the light-induced electron transfer is
achieved via the transitions between electronic states M0;M�;Mþ

and M� of the molecule. Here, the charged molecular states Mþ
and M� are of particular importance since those participate in
the transmission channels formation related to the sequential
and the direct electron transfer routes. As far as the charged states
population is determined by the relation between forward and
backward contact rate constants, Eqs. (22) and (27), the position



Fig. 11. Single-channel resonant transmission with the participation of the charged
molecular state M� .

Fig. 12. Two-channel resonant charge transmission. There is no basic difference
between the behavior of the current components formed by a single-channel of
charge transmission (except a certain increase of the direct component, cf. also
Fig. 10). The evolution of the current components follow the time-dependent
behavior of the molecular probabilities (see insert).
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of the energy levels in the 1-M-2 system predetermines the specific
form of the interelectrode 12! 1þ2� and 1�2þ  12 electron
transmission.

Possible arrangements of the molecular junctions energy levels
are depicted in Fig. 6. For the sake of simplicity, the electron energy
Ee of the electrodes is omitted (cf. Fig. 3, lower panel where this en-
ergy is presented). If the junction energy with the neutral molecule
in its excited state is below the energy valid if the molecule is in a
charged state, then only an off-resonant regime of light-induced
electron transmission becomes possible (cases (a) and (b)). The
cases (c) and (d) correspond to charge transmission with a single
resonant channel (either the oxidized or the reduced molecule is
involved). Two further transmission channels are realized if the
junction energy with the neutral molecule in its excited state ex-
ceeds the energies realized for the oxidized or the reduced mole-
cule (cases (e) and (f)).

The further analysis will be based on the Eqs. (8), (40), (41) for
the current as well as the Eqs. (22) and (27) defining the contact
rate constants. Additionally, the expressions (37)–(39) for the tun-
nel decay rate Q �0 and Eq. (42) for net electron flow S�0 are taken
into account. The time-dependent evolution of the integral molec-
ular populations Pða; tÞ are determined by the rate Eqs. (34) where
the recharge rate constants are given by Eq. (35). Initial conditions
for the populations are found from a solution of the rate Eqs. (34) if
one sets _Pða; tÞ ¼ 0 and kf ¼ 0. Since the relations K0� ’ 0 and
K0þ ’ 0 are valid for the case of a charge transmission in the
absence of an applied voltage, it follows Pð�; 0Þ ’ 0;
Pðþ; 0Þ ’ 0; Pð�; 0Þ ’ 0 and Pð0; 0Þ ’ 1. As already indicated the
hopping and the tunnel transition processes can proceed in off-
resonant or a resonant regime depending on the sign of the actual
transmission gap, cf. Eqs. (25) and (26).

Although the calculations have been performed on the basis of
the general expressions (34), and (40)–(42), including Eqs. (30),
(31), (36)–(39), most of the findings will be discussed in terms of
analytical expressions. Those are derived for cases where an elec-
tron transfer occurs preliminary along a separate transmission
channel. For the sake of definiteness, we consider a charge trans-
mission process where the energy E� � EF is larger than E� and
Eþ þ EF (see the cases (a) and (c) in Fig. 6). We also suppose that
DE�� is large enough to neglect the population of the state M�. This
means that the off-resonant and resonant regimes of light-induced
current formation involve an electron transfer process predomi-
nantly across the three molecular states, M0;M� and Mþ (the left
route in Fig. 5). Thus, charge transmission only occurs along the
channel related to the charged molecular state Mþ. To achieve an
analytic description of this transmission process one has to set
K�� ’ 0. This leads to the following solution of the Eq. (34):

Pð0;tÞ’P0þ
kf

k1k2ðk1�k2Þ
� k2ðk1�kþ�K�þÞe�k1t�k1ðk2�kþ�K�þÞe�k2 t
� �

;

Pð�;tÞ’P� þ
kf

k1k2ðk1�k2Þ
�k2ðk1�kþÞe�k1tþk1ðk2�kþÞe�k2 t
� �

;

Pðþ;tÞ’Pþþ
kf K�þ

k1k2ðk1�k2Þ
k2e�k1 t�k1e�k2t
� �

;

Pð�;tÞ’0:

ð43Þ

The quantities

P0 ¼ ðK�þKþ0 þ kdkþÞ=k1k2;

Pþ ¼ kf K�þ=k1k2; P� ¼ 0;
P� ¼ kf kþ=k1k2

ð44Þ

are steady state populations and the overall transfer rates take the
form

k1;2 ¼ ð1=2Þ a�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � 4b2

q� 
: ð45Þ

Note the abbreviations a ¼ kf þ kþ þ k�; b
2 ¼ kf ðkþ þ K�þÞ þ k�Kþ0þ

2kdKþ�, and kþ 
 Kþ0 þ 2Kþ�; k� 
 K�þ þ kd, Based on the Eqs. (40)–
(43) one can derive analytic expressions for the sequential and
direct current components. The time evolution of these components
is determined by the overall transfer rates k1 and k2. Obviously, the
formation of a finite photocurrent in the absence of an applied
voltage only becomes possible at an asymmetric coupling of the
molecule to the electrodes. As it was already noted such asymmetry
can result from nonidentical electron density at the HOMO and the
LUMO (cf. Fig. 1). For the following we assume Cð1ÞH > Cð2ÞH ;

Cð2ÞL > Cð1ÞL . Since the factor Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL becomes positive the
steady state electron current is also a positive (electrons move from
electrode 1 to electrode 2).

Next let us consider the current formation at a weak molecule–
electrode coupling (when the width parameters are of the order
ð10�7 � 10�4Þ eV) and at a moderate optical excitation
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(kf ¼ 1010 s�1). The excitation energy is �hx ¼ E� � E0 ¼ 1:6 eV. The
various parameters are collected in Table 1.

5.1. Off-resonant regime of charge transmission

Figs. 7–9 demonstrate the transient behavior of the direct and
sequential current components for a positive transmission gap
DEþ� (it determines the efficiency of the M� ! Mþ transition due
to thermal activation).

5.1.1. Deep off-resonant regime
In the case represented in Fig. 7, the gap DEþ� is assumed to be a

rather large so that the population of the charged molecular state
Mþ is small. As a result, charge transmission mainly follows the
tunneling route whereas thermal activation of the molecular state
Mþ (as well as state M�) is suppressed (cases (a) and (b) of Fig. 6).
For such a transmission the distant current component strongly
exceeds the sequential one (see the insert). Therefore, the total cur-
rent, Eq. (8) is associated with the direct component:

IrðtÞ ’ IdirðtÞ ’ IðstÞ
dir 1� e�t=sst
	 


: ð46Þ
Here, sst ¼ k�1

st ¼ ðkf þ kdÞ�1 is the characteristic time of the evolu-
tion of the current to its steady state value

IðstÞ
dir ¼ I0p�hS�0ðkf =kstÞ: ð47Þ

The quantities S�0 and Q �0 (the latter enters kd, cf. Eq. (36)) have
been defined in the Eq. (38) and Eq. (42), respectively, additionally
using R ’ ð1=pÞ½ðDEþ�Þ�1 þ ðDE��Þ�1�.

In the off-resonant regime, the inequality kf � Q �0 is valid with
a good accuracy. As a result, a dependence of the photocurrent on
the light intensity (i.e. on the rate kf ) is only present within the
transient behavior whereas the steady state value, Ist ¼ IðstÞ

dir , be-
comes independent on kf (see Fig. 7). We also note that the sin-
gle-exponential kinetics correctly describes the transfer process
until the population of the charged molecular state Mþ (and M�)
becomes so small that the direct current component strongly ex-
ceeds the sequential one.

5.1.2. Single-channel off-resonant regime
The Figs. 8–10 depict how the current components approach

their steady-state values for the case of a large and positive gap
DE�� and a positive but not so large gap DEþ�. Here, an activation
of the hopping process M� ! Mþ is possible and the contribution
of the sequential component to the total one becomes significant.
As a result, the transient behavior of the current represents two-
exponential kinetics. For instance, a comparison of Figs. 7 and 8
shows that at a small gap DEþ� (but at the same width parameters
and temperature), an electron transmission along the sequential
route becomes more effective than the transmission along the tun-
nel route. Therefore, the total current is not caused by the direct
component (as in Fig. 7) but by the sequential one (cf. Fig. 8). As
a result, the total currents I1ðtÞ ’ Ið1ÞseqðtÞ and I2ðtÞ ’ Ið2ÞseqðtÞ do not
coincide in the transient region. Such a behavior is originated by
an asymmetric hopping of electrons between the molecule and
the electrodes. A temperature decrease does not predominantly
impact the direct component but strongly reduces the sequential
one, as deduced from a comparison of Figs. 9 and 8.

For a further inspection of the transient current either in the off-
resonant or the resonant regime we use analytic expressions which
follow from the Eqs. (40), (41) and (43). Let us start with an anal-
ysis of the sequential current components

IðrÞseqðtÞ ¼ IðstÞ
seq 1� 1

k1 � k2
k1e�k2t � k2e�k1t
	 
� 

þ ð�1ÞrI0p
kf C

ðrÞ
L

k1 � k2
NðDEþ�Þ e�k2t � e�k1t

	 

; ð48Þ
where the quantity

IðstÞ
seq ¼ I0p

kf

�hk1k2
ðCð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL ÞNðDEþ�Þ ð49Þ

denotes the steady state sequential current entering Ið1ÞseqðtÞ and
Ið2ÞseqðtÞ.

The results depicted in the Figs. 8 and 9 refer to an electrode–
molecule coupling which guarantees k1 � k2 where k1 ’ kf þ kd

and k2 ’ ð1=�hÞ½CLð2� NðDEþ�ÞÞ þ CH�. Due to the inequality
k1 � k2 the fast and the slow kinetic periods of the time evolution
are well determined. This allows one to distinguish between the
currents Ið1ÞseqðtÞ and Ið2ÞseqðtÞ. The fast kinetic phase covers a time re-
gion of the order of k�1

1 and starts just after the switching on of
the optical excitation. The phase ends at t J 5k�1

1 from which the
time-dependent behavior of the current is determined by the slow
phase

IðrÞseqðtÞ ’ IðstÞ
seq 1� e�t=sst
	 


þ Iðr;onÞ
seq e�t=sst : ð50Þ

Here, sst ¼ k�1
2 is the characteristic time the current needs to

achieve its steady state value. The expression

Iðr;onÞ
seq ¼ ð�1ÞrI0pCðrÞL NðDEþ�Þ ð51Þ

gives the current component valid at t 	 sst . The sign of the Iðr;onÞ
seq is

determined by the direction of electron motion from the photoex-
cited molecule to the rth electrode. Since in the case under consid-
eration, the transmission channel is associated with the charged
molecular state Mþ, the M� ! Mþ transition involves an electron
which leaves the LUMO and is captured by either the 1st or the
2nd electrode. In the scheme depicted in Fig. 5 this transition is
accompanied by an electron hopping from the LUMO to electrode
1 and is characterized by the contact rate constant Kð1Þ�þ .

As a quantifier of the transient kinetics we introduce the ratio

gðrÞseq ¼ Iðr;onÞ
seq

��� ���.IðstÞ
seq : ð52Þ

It indicates how strongly the sequential components differ from
their steady state value if the optical excitation is switched on.
Our studies show that the difference between these quantities can
become large if the difference between the width parameters is

large. We illustrate this observation for the case Cð1ÞH � Cð2ÞH and

Cð2ÞL � Cð1ÞL so that Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL � Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL . Therefore, if, for in-

stance, Cð1ÞH ¼ 0:1Cð2ÞL then gðrÞ ’ ðCðrÞL =C
ð1Þ
H Þ 2� NðDEþ�Þð Þ and thus

jIð1;onÞ
seq j 	 IðstÞ

seq whereas Ið2;onÞ
seq � IðstÞ

seq , cf. Fig. 8.
During the slow kinetic phase the behavior of the direct current

component is described by the expression

IdirðtÞ ’ IðstÞ
dir 1� e�t=sst
	 


þ IðonÞ
dir e�t=sst : ð53Þ

The two current components,

IðstÞ
dir ¼ I0p�hS�0 1� CL

�hk2
NðDEþ�Þ

� 
ð54Þ

and

IðonÞ
dir ¼ I0p�hS�0; ð55Þ

represent the steady state values, respectively. The basic difference
in the behavior of the direct and sequential current components is
as follows: In the off-resonant regime of electron transfer (where
NðDEþ�Þ 	 1) the maximal value of the direct switch-on current
coincides with its steady state value, IðonÞ

dir ’ IðstÞ
dir . Therefore, a slow ki-

netic phase is not observed for the direct component. The respective
time evolution is determined by the fast single exponential kinetics
(see Figs. 7 and 9). This behavior is related to the small population
of the charged molecular states. The conclusion is that at an off-
resonant regime, the appearance of a large switch-on current
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(in comparison to its steady state value) could be only related to one
of the sequential components but not to the direct component
(compare Figs. 7 and 9 with Fig. 8).

5.2. Resonant regime of charge transmission

The resonant regime of charge transmission is formed if the
transmission gaps DEþ� and DE�� become negative. The temporal
evolution of the respective current components is represented in
the Figs. 10–12. The used light intensity is identical with the one
taken for the study of the off-resonant regime.

5.2.1. Single-channel resonant regime
This regime is achieved if E� > Eþ þ EF or E� þ EF > E�, i.e. if

DEþ� < 0 or DE�� < 0, respectively (cases (c) or (d) of Fig. 6). Phys-
ically, the cases DEþ� < 0;DE�� > 0 and DEþ� > 0;DE�� < 0 do not
differ from each other. Therefore, for the sake of definiteness, let
us analyze the case (c). As in the previous subsection, a situation
is considered where the fast and the slow kinetic phases are clearly
differ from each other. Accordingly, the relaxation of the current
components to their steady state values is described by Eqs.
(50)–(55) where now DEþ� < 0 and, thus,

S�0 ¼
1

�hCL
Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL

� �
;

Q �0 ¼
1

�hCL
Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL þ Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL

� �
:

ð56Þ

A comparison of Figs. 10 and 8 shows that the change of DEþ� from
positive values (DEþ� ¼ 0:1 eV) to negative ones (DEþ� ¼ �0:1 eV)
results in a significant increase of the sequential and distant current
components (despite the fact that the width parameters are taken
even less than those used in the Figs. 8–10). At the same time, the
ratio (52) between the switch-on and the steady state sequential
current component is conserved. In the case of the resonant regime,
one can also introduce the ratio defined by the direct current
component:

gdir ¼ IðonÞ
dir =IðstÞ

dir : ð57Þ

In line with the expressions (54) and (55) it yields gdir ¼ CL=CH .If
one takes the same relation between the width parameters as it
has been used in Fig.8, then gdir ’ Cð2ÞL =Cð1ÞH � 10 in correspondence
with the exact results depicted in Fig.10.The above given results re-
fer to a current formation connected with the transmission along
the channel which is associated with the charged molecular state
Mþ.The channel includes two types of transmission routs depicted
in Fig.6, the left sequential route (M� ! Mþ ! M0) and the direct
tunnel route (M� ! M0).Analogously, one can consider the current
formation if a charge transmission occurs preliminary along the
channel related to the molecular charged state M� (right sequential
route M� ! M� ! M0 and direct tunnel route M� ! M0).Recall that
the distant rate constants Q ð12Þ

�0 as well as the Q ð21Þ
�0 are defined by

both charged molecular states Mþ and M�.To derive respective ana-
lytic expressions, one sets Kþ� ¼ 0 in the Eqs.(40), (41), and
(22).This results in an analytic form which follows from Eqs.(43)
and (55) if one replaces K��ð0Þ and K�ð0Þ� by Kþ�ð0Þ and K�ð0Þþ, respec-
tively.Our studies show that in this case, the direct current compo-
nent is comparable with the sequential components (see
Fig.11).Since the fast regime of charge transmission is associated
now with the hopping of an electron into the HOMO, the maximal
value of the sequential current component is less than that of
Fig.10 due to the conditionCð1ÞH < Cð2ÞL .

5.2.2. Two-channel resonant regime
This regime is realized if both transmission channels associated

with the molecular charged states Mþ and M� participate in the
electron transfer process and if the respective transmission gaps
DE�� and DEþ� are negative (cases (d) and (e) in Fig. 6). In this
two-channel resonant regime, the left and the right electron trans-
fer channels represented in Fig. 5, give a comparable contribution
to the current. The time-dependent evolution of the current com-
ponents is described by the general expressions (40) and (41)
and the set of kinetic equation (34). Fig. 12 does not show any dif-
ferent behavior among the particular currents which belong to a
particular channel. The insert of Fig. 12 demonstrates that the fast
part of the time evolution completely corresponds to the kinetics
of formation of the excited molecular state M�. The slow part re-
flects the kinetics at which a population of the charged molecular
states Mþ and M� varies due to a depopulation of the light-induced
state M�. Such a depopulation is negligible during an off-resonant
regime of charge transmission but becomes pronounced in the res-
onance regime.
6. Conclusions

We put forward a detailed study on the time-dependent behav-
ior of light-induced transient currents in molecular junctions, like
in a molecular diode 1-M-2. A nonequilibrium set of kinetic equa-
tions has been derived for the molecular states which participate in
the current formation. Those are the neutral molecular states M0

and M� and the two charged molecular states Mþ and M�. It could
be shown that an interelectrode electron transfer 12 ¢ 1þ2� takes
place along the channels associated with the charged molecular
states Mþ and M�, see Fig. 5. These states participate in a light-in-
duced interelectrode electron transfer in the absence of an applied
voltage either as real intermediate states (forming the sequential
transmission route) or as virtual intermediate states (forming the
direct transmission route). The sequential route includes the hop-
ping of an electron between the molecule and the adjacent elec-
trodes, being thus responsible for a molecular charging. The
formation of the respective direct current component is accompa-
nied by the transition of the molecule from its photoexcited state
M� to its ground-state M0. The time-dependent behavior of the to-
tal photocurrent is governed by the molecular populations Pða; tÞ,
cf. Eqs. (40) and (41). The latter evolve in line with the kinetic rate
Eqs. (34).

The relative efficiency of each route is determined by the actual
value of the transmission gaps DEa�, (a ¼ þ;�): If DEa� is positive,
then an electron transmission along the Ma-channel proceeds in
an off-resonant regime whereas for a negative DEa� the current is
formed in the resonant regime. In this regime the sequential and
the distant current components significantly exceed the same
components formed at the off-resonant charge transmission (see
in this context the Figs. 10 and 11 and compare them with the
Figs. 7 and 8). In the framework of a HOMO–LUMO model, the
direction of the light-induced electron current is determined by
the factor Cð1ÞH Cð2ÞL � Cð2ÞH Cð1ÞL which reflects the difference between
interelectrode electron flow 12! 1þ2� and 1�2þ  12.

If the difference between the width parameters CðrÞj becomes
large, a characteristic kinetic effect appears for the transient photo
currents. In this case, those currents do exceed their steady state
value to a large amount. The physical origin of this effect is related
to the fact that the photoexcitation of the molecule (M0 ! M� pro-
cess) initiates a molecular charging (see the schemes in Figs. 4 and
5). Charging is caused by the transition of an electron from the
molecule to each electrode (M� ! Mþ process) or from the elec-
trodes to the molecule (M� ! M� process). Such a light-induced
electron motion forms the fast initial part of the electron transmis-
sion which can be seen in the time-dependent behavior of the
sequential current components Ið1ÞseqðtÞ and Ið2ÞseqðtÞ. Molecular
recharging is characterized by contact (hopping) rate constants. If
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the characteristic recharging time is much less than the character-
istic time sst of the steady state formation, then the maximal value
of the transient photocurrent may become rather large compared
to its steady state value (see, for instance, Figs. 10 and 12).

Experimental studies of transient photocurrents allow one to
clarify the details of contact (molecule–electrode) and distant
(electrode–electrode) electron transfer processes in molecular
junctions. We have shown that the effective formation of the pho-
tocurrent becomes possible if the photon energy �hx ¼ E� � E0 ex-
ceeds the energy gaps DE�0 or/and DEþ0, cf. Fig. 2). This
corresponds to an energy level arrangement as shown in the
schemes (c)–(f) of Fig. 5.
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